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ABSTRACT

We present two new leader ele tion algorithms for mobile ad
ho networks. The algorithms ensure that eventually ea h
onne ted omponent of the topology graph has exa tly one
leader. The algorithms are based on a routing algorithm
alled TORA [5℄, whi h in turn is based on an algorithm by
Gafni and Bertsekas [3℄. The algorithms require nodes to
ommuni ate with only their urrent neighbors, making it
well suited to the ad ho environment. The rst algorithm
is for a single topology hange and is provided with a proof
of orre tness. The se ond algorithm tolerates multiple onurrent topology hanges.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad ho network is a network wherein a pair of nodes
ommuni ates by sending messages either over a dire t wireless link, or over a sequen e of wireless links in luding one
or more intermediate nodes. Only pairs of nodes that lie
within one another's transmission radius an dire tly ommuni ate with ea h other. Wireless link \failures" o ur
when previously ommuni ating nodes move su h that they
are no longer within transmission range of ea h other. Likewise, wireless link \formation" o urs when nodes that were
too far separated to ommuni ate move su h that they are
within transmission range of ea h other. Developing distributed algorithms for ad ho networks is a very hallenging task sin e the topology may hange very frequently and
unpredi tably. In this paper, we present a mobility aware
leader ele tion algorithm.
Leader ele tion is a useful building blo k in distributed systems, whether wired or wireless, espe ially when failures an
o ur. For example, if a node failure auses the token to be
lost in a mutual ex lusion algorithm, then the other nodes
an ele t a new leader to hold a repla ement token. Leader
ele tion an also be used in group ommuni ation protools, to hoose a new oordinator when the group member-
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ship hanges. The standard de nition of the leader ele tion
problem for stati networks [1℄ is that
1. eventually there is a leader and
2. there should never be more than one leader.
However, ompli ations arise be ause partitions an o ur
in an ad ho network. In su h a ase, some appli ations
require that every omponent of the partition must have a
unique leader. Thus we onsider a modi ed de nition of
the leader ele tion problem: Any omponent whose topology
is stati suÆ iently long will eventually have exa tly one
leader. There ould be a period when a omponent has no
leader, o urring when a omponent is partitioned. However, the algorithm must guarantee that exa tly one unique
node will be ele ted as a leader in the new omponent that
was separated from the old leader. Similarly, there ould
be a period when there are two or more leaders, aused by
two or more omponents merging. But the algorithm must
guarantee that only one unique leader survives.
We present two leader ele tion algorithms based on TORA
[5℄, whi h is a routing algorithm for mobile ad ho networks.
TORA in turn is based on a loop-free routing algorithm of
Gafni and Bertsekas [3℄. In the algorithms in [3℄, ea h node
keeps a value, alled its height, from a totally ordered set
(typi ally, a tuple of integers), and links are logi ally onsidered to be dire ted from higher to lower heights. The heights
are manipulated when topology hanges o ur in su h a
way that the graph onverges to a dire ted a y li graph
(DAG) in whi h the destination is the only sink (node with
no outgoing links). the resulting DAG is alled destinationoriented. TORA adds a lever me hanism to dete t network
partitions su h that nodes that no longer have a path to a
parti ular destination learn this fa t and ease sending useless messages.
Our leader ele tion algorithms modify these ideas in the
following ways.
1. Instead of having a single destination-oriented DAG,
we ensure that ea h omponent eventually forms a
leader-oriented DAG.
2. When a partition from the urrent leader is dete ted
(using the TORA me hanism), a new leader is ele ted
and its id is propagated throughout the omponent.

3. When two omponents merge, a ontest takes pla e between the leaders so that the winner's id is propagated
and wipes out the loser's id.
4. When multiple topology hanges o ur, additional ompli ations arise. This is due to the fa t that while a
new leader's id is being propagated hanges ould o ur in the omponent and the pro ess of ele ting a
leader may be repeated.
Although the leader ele tion problem does not spe i ally
require any sort of DAG stru ture to be imposed on omponents, our algorithms do so, as a byprodu t of being based
on a routing algorithm.
We believe that the proof of orre tness of our rst algorithm, under the assumption that only one topology hange
o urs at a time, aids in understanding not only our algorithm, but also TORA [5℄. It should also provide a solid
basis for proving orre tness in more omplex situations.
The next se tion dis usses related work. In se tion 3, we
des ribe our system assumptions and de ne the problem in
more detail. Brief reviews of the GB algorithms and TORA
are presented in se tions 4.1 and 4.2. We present our leader
ele tion algorithm for a single topology hange in se tions
4.3 through 4.5. We sket h a proof of orre tness of this algorithm under simplifying assumptions in se tion 4.6. Se tion
5 presents modi ations to the rst algorithm for multiple
on urrent link failures and formations. Se tion 6 presents
our on lusions.

2.

RELATED WORK

Leader ele tion algorithms for mobile ad ho networks are
presented in [4℄. Compared to these algorithms, our algorithm is simpler and more pra ti al. The algorithms in
[4℄ are lassi ed into Non-Compulsory proto ols, whi h do
not a e t the motion of the nodes, and Compulsory protools, whi h determine the motion of some or all the nodes.
In both the proto ol lasses, it is assumed that the mobile nodes move in a bounded three-dimensional spa e S,
where S is quantized by some regular polyhedron. In order for these algorithms to work, the mobile nodes should
know in advan e the type and dimensions of the polyhedron that is used for the quantization of S; furthermore, the
nodes must be able to measure the distan e that they over
when they move. All this adds to the omplexity of the algorithm. Also, the Non-Compulsory proto ols might never
ele t a unique leader and the Compulsory proto ols for e the
nodes to perform a random walk. Neither of the proto ol
lasses addresses the issue of reation of new omponents
due to partitioning and merging of omponents
In our algorithm, the spa e S is not bounded and the nodes
need not keep tra k of their physi al lo ation in S. The algorithm also does not impose any form of restri ted motion
on the nodes. As stated before, the algorithm is apable of
handling formation of new omponents as well as merging
of two or more omponents. The algorithm will eventually
always ele t a unique leader for ea h omponent.
The multi ast operation of the Ad-ho On-Demand Distan e
Ve tor (AODV) routing proto ol [6, 7℄ performs leader ele -

tion to ele t a new multi ast group leader when a partition
o urs. After the multi ast tree be omes dis onne ted due
to a network partition, there are two group leaders. If the
omponents re onne t, the multi ast operation of the AODV
proto ol ensures that only one of the group leaders eventually be omes the leader of the re onne ted tree. Thus we
see that the problem de nition for leader ele tion in [6, 7℄
is quite similar to our problem de nition. However, the approa h that our algorithms take to solve this problem is very
di erent.
The dynami network model, whi h des ribes wired networks whose links are subje t to frequent failures and reoveries, bears some important similarities to the mobile ad
ho network model. Algorithms have been devised for the
dynami network model to maintain a rooted spanning tree
(e.g., [2℄). These algorithms an be viewed as maintaining a
leader (the root), but unlike our algorithm, whi h imposes a
DAG stru ture on the topology, they impose a spanning tree
stru ture on the topology. These algorithms do not handle
partitions as well.

3. DEFINITIONS
3.1 System Model and Assumptions
The system ontains a set of n independent mobile nodes,

ommuni ating by message passing over a wireless network.
The network is modeled as a dynami ally hanging, not ne essarily onne ted, undire ted graph, with nodes as verti es
and edges between verti es orresponding to nodes that an
ommuni ate. Assumptions on the mobile nodes and network are:
1. The nodes have unique node identi ers.
2. Communi ation links are bidire tional, reliable and
FIFO. Unidire tional links, if any, are not used and
ignored.
3. A link-level proto ol ensures that ea h node is aware
of the set of nodes with whi h it an urrently dire tly
ommuni ate by providing indi ations of link formations and failures.
4. For the algorithm that we present in se tion 4, we assume that only one hange (either a link failure or a
link formation) an o ur at a time. The next hange
o urs only after the entire network has re overed from
the previous hange. (The algorithm to handle multiple hanges o urring on urrently is presented in se tion 5.)

3.2 Problem Statement
Ea h node i in the system must have a lo al variable lidi

that holds the identi er of the node urrently onsidered to
be the leader of i's omponent.
We require that in every exe ution with a nite number of
topology hanges, eventually it holds that:



For every onne ted omponent C of the topology graph,
there is a node l in C su h that lidi = l for all nodes i
in C .

An additional requirement, whi h might be useful in some
appli ations, and is satis ed by our algorithm, is that ea h
edge has a dire tion imposed on it by the endpoints su h
that eventually (after all the topology hanges)



Ea h onne ted omponent is a dire ted a y li graph
with the leader as the single sink ( alled a leaderoriented or l-oriented DAG).

The assumption in the pre ise problem statement that there
is only a nite number of hanges is te hni ally onvenient.
However, it is equivalent to the more informal, and more
pra ti al, assumption that topology hanges ease \suÆiently" long.

4.

LEADER ELECTION ALGORITHM FOR
A SINGLE TOPOLOGY CHANGE

Our algorithm is a modi ation of the TORA [5℄ routing
algorithm, whi h in turn is based on a routing algorithm by
Gafni and Bertsekas (GB) [3℄. In this se tion we rst provide
informal des riptions of the GB algorithm, then TORA, and
nally our algorithm. Detailed pseudo ode of our algorithm
is presented and some examples of algorithm operation. Finally, a proof of orre tness is given.

4.1 Overview of the GB Algorithm

Gafni and Bertsekas [3℄ des ribe two algorithms for onstru ting a destination-oriented DAG in a network subje t
to link failures. Both algorithms work by assigning a unique
height to ea h node, whi h is drawn from a totally ordered
set; ea h link between two nodes is onsidered to be dire ted
from the node with the higher height to the node with the
lower height. The goal is for the dire tions on the links to
form a DAG in whi h the destination is the only sink. To
a hieve the goal, whenever a node that is not the sink loses
all its outgoing links, either be ause of a failure or be ause
of a hange in a neighbor's height, it al ulates a new height
for itself.
The two algorithms di er in the rule for al ulating a new
height. Both algorithms are spe ial ases of a generi algorithm des ribed in [3℄. A orre tness proof for the generi
algorithm is given, whi h is quite abstra t.
We now des ribe the partial reversal algorithm in [3℄, upon
whi h both TORA and our algorithm are based. The height
of a node i is a triple ( i ; i ; i) of integers; the last omponent is the node's id in order to assure uniqueness. Triples
are ompared lexi ographi ally. If i loses all its outgoing
links, it hooses its new height to be ( i ; i ; i), where i is
one larger than than the smallest omponent among all its
neighbors' heights. If i has a neighbor whose height omponent is equal to i , then i is set to be one less than the
smallest value among all neighbors of i whose height
omponent equals i . Otherwise the
omponent of i's
height is un hanged.
0

0

0

0

links in ident on i that will have their dire tion reversed, by
keeping i's height smaller than that of any neighbors whose
height omponent is not smaller than i . Redu ing the
number of links whose dire tion hanges limits the propagation of height hanges.
0

4.2 Overview of TORA

Park and Corson [5℄ adapted the GB algorithm for routing
in mobile ad ho networks, alling the result TORA (for
Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm). Their biggest addition was a me hanism for dete ting when a pie e of the
network has been partitioned so that the destination is no
longer rea hable. The original GB algorithms would ause
an in nite y le of messages in that ase. No orre tness
proof of TORA is given; instead an appeal is made to the
generi proof in [3℄.
In TORA, the height of node i is a 5-tuple, (i ; oidi ; ri ; Æi ; i).
As before, the last omponent is the node's id, in order to
ensure uniqueness.
The rst three omponents form a referen e level. A new
referen e level is started by node i if it loses its last outgoing link due to a link failure. i is set to the time when
this event o urs1 and oidi is set to i, the originator of this
referen e level. The third omponent ri modi es the referen e level. Initially, it is equal to 0, the unre e ted referen e
level. As we explain shortly, sometimes it an be hanged to
1, indi ating a re e ted referen e level, whi h is instrumental
in dete ting partitions.
The Æi omponents, together with the tie-breaking node ids,
indu e the dire tions on the links among all the nodes with
the same referen e level so as to help form a destinationoriented DAG. The originator of a new referen e level sets
its Æ value to 0.
When a new referen e level is reated, say by node i, it is
larger than any pre-existing referen e level, sin e it is based
on the urrent time. The originator noti es its neighbors
of its new height. As we prove below in se tion 4.6 in the
ontext of our leader ele tion algorithm, this hange eventually propagates among all nodes for whom i was on their
only path to the destination. These are the nodes that must
either form new paths to the destination or dis over that,
due to partitioning, there is none.
A node i an lose all its outgoing links due to a neighbor's
height hange under a number of di erent ir umstan es,
whi h are now explained.



If the neighbors of i do not all have the same referen e
level, then i sets its referen e level to the largest among
all its neighbors and sets its Æ to one less than the
minimum Æ value among all neighbors with the largest
referen e level (a partial reversal).



If all of i's neighbors do have the same referen e level
and it is an unre e ted one, then i starts a re e tion
of this referen e level by setting its referen e level to

0

0

The rule for setting i ensures that node i will have at least
one outgoing link, i.e., that ( i ; i ; i) will be larger than the
height of at least one neighbor, the one with the smallest
height. The rule for setting i tries to limit the number of
0

0

0

0

1
See [5℄ for a detailed dis ussion on erning me hanisms for
measuring time and their impa t on the algorithm.




the re e ted version of its neighbors' (with ri = 1) and
its Æ to 0.
If all of i's neighbors have the same re e ted referen e
level with i as the originator, then i has dete ted a
partition and takes appropriate a tion.
If all of i's neighbors have the same re e ted referen e
level with an originator other than i, then i starts a
new referen e level. This situation only happens if a
link fails while the system is re overing from an earlier
link failure.

4.3 Overview of Leader Election Algorithm
We made the following hanges to TORA.

The height of ea h node i in our algorithm is a 6-tuple,
(lidi ; i ; oidi ; ri ; Æi ; i). The rst omponent is the id of a node
believed to the leader of i's omponent. The remaining ve
omponents are the same as in TORA.
The referen e level ( 1; 1; 1) is used by the leader of a
omponent to ensure that it is a sink.
In TORA, on e a partition has been dete ted, the node that
rst dete ted the partition sends out indi ations to the other
nodes in its omponent so that they ease performing height
hanges and sending useless messages. In our algorithm, the
node that dete ted the partition ele ts itself as the leader of
the new omponent. It then transmits this information to
its neighbors, who in turn propagate this information to
their neighbors and so on. Eventually all the nodes in the
new omponent will be ome aware of the hange in leader.
When two or more omponents meet due to the formation
of new links, the leader of the omponent whose id is the
smallest will eventually be ome the sole leader of the entire
new omponent.

4.4 The Algorithm

Here we des ribe the ode exe uted by node i. Ea h step is
triggered either by the noti ation of the failure or formation of an in ident link or by the re eipt of a message from
a neighbor. Node i stores its neighbors' ids in lo al variable Ni . When an in ident link fails, i updates Ni . When
an in ident link forms, i updates Ni and sends an Update
message over the link with its urrent height.
The only kind of message sent is an Update message, whi h
ontains the sender's height. Immediately upon re eipt of
an Update message, i updates a lo al data stru ture that
keeps tra k of the urrent height reported for ea h of its
neighbors. Node i uses this information to determine the
dire tion of its in ident links. Referen es in the pseudo ode
below to variables lidj ; j ; oidj ; rj ; and Æj for a neighbor j
of i a tually refer to the information that i has stored about
j 's height, in variable heighti [j ℄.
At the end of ea h step, if i's height has hanged, then
it sends an Update message with the new height to all its
neighbors.
The pseudo ode below explains how and when node i's height
is hanged. Parts B through D are exe uted only if the leader
id in the re eived Update message is the same as lidi .

When node i has no outgoing links due to a link failure:
1. if node i has no in oming links as well then
2.
lidi := i
3.
(i ; oidi ; ri ) := ( 1; 1; 1)
4.
Æi := 0
5. else
6.
(i ; oidi ; ri ) := (t; i; 0) // t is the urrent time
7.
Æi := 0

A.

When node i has no outgoing links due to a link reversal
following re eption of an Update message and the referen e
levels (j ; oidj ; rj ) are not equal for all j 2 Ni :
1. (i ; oidi ; ri ) := maxf(j ; oidj ; rj )jj 2 Ni g
2. Æi := minfÆj jj 2 Ni and (j ; oidj ; rj ) = (i ; oidi ; ri )g 1
B.

C. When node i has no outgoing links due to a link reversal
following re eption of an Update message and the referen e
levels (j ; oidj ; rj ) are equal with rj = 0 for all j 2 Ni :
1. (i ; oidi ; ri ) := (j ; oidj ; 1) for any j 2 Ni
2. Æi := 0

When node i has no outgoing links due to a link reversal
following re eption of an Update message and the referen e
levels (j ; oidj ; rj ) are equal with rj = 1 for all j 2 Ni and
oidj = i:
1. lidi := i
2. (i ; oidi ; ri ) := ( 1; 1; 1)
3. Æi := 0

D.

When node i re eives an Update message from neighboring node j su h that lidj 6= lidi :
1. if lidi > lidj or (oidi = lidj and ri = 1) then
2.
lidi := lidj
3.
(i ; oidi ; ri ) := (0; 0; 0)
4.
Æi := Æj + 1

E.

In part E, if the new id is smaller than yours, then adopt it.
If the new id is larger than yours, then adopt it, but only if
it is the ase that the originator of a new referen e level has
dete ted a partition and ele ted itself.

4.5 Examples of Algorithm Operation

The example in gure 1 shows the working of the algorithm
under 2 onditions:
1. When a node dete ts a partition, it de lares itself as
the leader of the new omponent and propagates the
information to the other nodes in the new omponent.
2. When two omponents meet due to the formation of
a new link, the leader of one of the omponents whi h
has the lower identi ation number eventually be omes
the sole leader of the new omponent.
The respe tive heights are shown adja ent to ea h node (reall that the last tuple entry is the node's id). Lexi ographi al ordering (where 0 < 1 < 2::: and A < B < C:::) is used

(A,−1,−1,−1,0,A)

(F,2,A,1,−1,D)

(A,−1,−1,−1,0,A)

Update
(A,0,0,0,−1,D)

(F,0,0,0,1,E)

(F,0,0,0,1,E)
Update

(F,2,A,1,0,B)
(F,−1,−1,−1,0,F)
(F,0,0,0,2,G) (F,0,0,0,1,H)

(a) Node A detects a partition
and elects itself as leader

(A,0,0,0,0,B)

(F,−1,−1,−1,0,F)

Case 3: A link disappears at time t, ausing node i to lose
its last outgoing link and dis onne ting the omponent.

(F,0,0,0,2,G) (F,0,0,0,1,H)

(b) Nodes B and D update their heights
(A,−1,−1,−1,0,A) (A,0,0,0,−1,D)

(A,0,0,0,−1,D)

(A,−1,−1,−1,0,A)

Case 2: A link appears at time t, joining two formerly separate omponents.

In ea h ase we show that eventually ea h omponent in the
resulting graph is a leader-oriented DAG.

Case 1: A link disappears at time t, ausing node i to lose
its last outgoing link but not dis onne ting the omponent.

(A,0,0,0,0,B)
(A,0,0,0,0,B)
(A,0,0,0,0,E)

Update
(A,0,0,0,0,E)
(F,−1,−1,−1,0,F)

(F,0,0,0,2,G) (A,0,0,0,2,H) Update

(F,0,0,0,2,G) (F,0,0,0,1,H)

(c) Nodes B and E detect a link formation
and node E changes its leader
(A,−1,−1,−1,0,A)

1
0

level = 1

(A,0,0,0,1,F)

(e) Node H propagates the Leader Change

level = 4
diff = 0

(A,−1,−1,−1,0,A)

(A,0,0,0,−1,D)

1
0

00
11
1
0
1level = 3 level = 3
0
1
0
00
11
diff = 2
level = 4
level = 5
diff = 0

(A,0,0,0,−1,D)

level = 2

diff = 1

level = 0
i

1
0

level = 5

j

1
0
0
1

1
0
0
1

1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

1
0
0
1

Frontier Node
Frontier Edge

l

1
0
0
1

01

1
0
0
1

Link Failure
Nodes in set V_i

1 Nodes in set V_l
0
0
1

level = 4

G_i

G_l

Figure 2: Example for Case 1.

(A,0,0,0,0,B)
(A,0,0,0,0,B)

(A,0,0,0,0,E)

(A,0,0,0,0,E)
Update
(A,0,0,0,1,F)
(F,0,0,0,2,G) (F,0,0,0,1,H)

(d) Node F propagates the Leader Change

(A,0,0,0,1,F)
Update
(A,0,0,0,3,G)

(A,0,0,0,2,H)

(f) Node G propagates the Leader Change

Figure 1: Operation of the Leader Ele tion Algorithm (last element of tuple is node id)

to dire t links. In gure 1(a), node A dete ts a partition and
de lares itself as the leader of the new omponent. Figure
1(b) shows the propagation of the message about the new
leader to the other nodes in the new omponent. Figure
1( )-(f) depi ts the situation when two omponents meet
due to a new link formation. Node A, whi h is the leader of
one of the omponents, eventually be omes the sole leader
of the entire omponent, sin e A < F , F being the leader of
the other omponent.

4.6 Correctness

We assume that ea h onne ted omponent is a leader-oriented
DAG originally and that only one hange (either a link failure or a link formation) an o ur at a time. The next
hange o urs only after the entire network has re overed
from the previous hange. We also assume that the system
is syn hronous, i.e., the exe ution o urs in lo k step rounds.
Messages are sent at the beginning of ea h round and are
re eived by the nodes to whom they were sent before the
end of ea h round.
1. The algorithm ensures that ea h omponent
eventually has exa tly one unique leader.
Theorem

We onsider the following three ases (the remaining ases ause no hanges):
Proof.

Case 1: A link disappears at time t, ausing node i to lose its
last outgoing link but not dis onne ting the omponent.

Let G be the dire ted graph representing the resulting topology (of the omponent). Let l be the leader of the omponent. Then the omponent was an l-oriented DAG before
the link was lost. Let Vl be the set of nodes that still have
a path to l. At time t, the remaining nodes have a path to
i; let this set be Vi . Let Gl be the graph indu ed by Vl and
Gi be the graph indu ed by Vi . See Figure 2.
Definition 1. The frontier nodes of Vi are nodes that
are adja ent to nodes in Vl ; the edges between Vi and Vl are
the frontier edges.

Let k be any node in Vi .
Definition 2. level(k ) is the length of the
in Gi from k to i.

longest

path

Note that level is de ned with respe t to the xed Gi . Even
though the dire tion of edges hanges as the algorithm exeutes, the levels do not hange.
Lemma 1. If k is on a path in Gi from a frontier node
to i, then k's nal height is (l; t; i; 0; level(k); k). Otherwise, k's nal height is (l; t; i; 1; di (k); k), where di (k) =
maxflevel(h)jh 2 Vi and k is rea hable from h in Gi g
level(k).

Proof. We will show by indu tion on the number of
rounds r after t that at the end of round r:

(a) If r < level(k), then k's height is the same as it was at
time t.
(b) If k is on a path from a frontier node to i and r
level(k), then k's height is (l; t; i; 0; level(k); k).



( ) If k is not on a path from a frontier node to i and
level(k)  r < level(k) + 2 di (k), then k's height is
(l; t; i; 0; level(k); k).
(d) If k is not on a path from a frontier node to i and r 
level(k)+2 di (k), then k's height is (l; t; i; 1; di (k); k).

(d) Suppose k is not on a path from a frontier node to i and
r  level(k) + 2 di (k).
When r = level(k) + 2 di (k), k gets the last re e ted
message from its neighbors and updates its height to
(l; t; i; 1; di (k); k). When r > level(k) + 2 di (k), the
height of k remains un hanged sin e a path from i to l
has been or will be established as shown in ase 2.

Basis: r = 0. At the end of round t, learly property (a)
holds.
Indu tion: Assume the statement is true at the end of round
r 1. We will show it is true at the end of round r.
(a) Suppose r < level(k).
Then k originally has an outgoing link to a node h whose
level is at least r. At the end of round r 1, by indu tion,
h still has its original height, as does k, so the edge
between k and h is still dire ted toward h. During round
r, h might re eive a message ausing it to hange its
height, but even if this happens, h's Update message is
not re eived by k until round r + 1. So at the end of
round r, k still has its original height.
(b) Suppose k is on a path from a frontier node to i and
r  level(k).
When r = level(k), all outgoing neighbors of k have
level < r. By indu tion, by the beginning of round r,
all outgoing neighbors h of k will have reported their new
heights (l; t; i; 0; level(h); h) to k, ausing k to raise its
height to (l; t; i; 0; level(k); k).
When r > level(k), the height of k will not hange sin e
when r = level(h), where h is a frontier node, the dire tion of the frontier edge will hange and a path from i
to l will be established and no messages will be re e ted
ba k.
( ) Suppose k is not on a path from a frontier node to i and
level(k)  r < level(k) + 2 di (k).
When r = level(k), k gets the last Update message from
a (formerly) outgoing neighbor and thus k loses its last
outgoing link. Then it raises its height to
(l; t; i; 0; level(k); k). This auses all the links that used
to ome into k to go out from k. (If k is a frontier node,
that would in lude reversing the frontier edges, as seen
in the previous ase).
When r > level(k) but still less than level(k)+2 di (k),
there is no hange in the level of k sin e node k has
at least one outgoing edge and it has not re eived any
Update messages from its outgoing neighbors.
A tually, there is a ase when level(k) = level(k) + 2
di (k), when di (k) = 0. In this ase, no nodes of Vi
initially were in oming to k. Node k, on re eiving the
last Update message from a (formerly) outgoing neighbor, loses its last outgoing link. It now raises its height
to (l; t; i; 1; 0; k). In essen e, node k starts the re e tion.
When di (k) > 0, sin e r < level(k) + 2 di (k), there
has not been enough time for k to re eive re e ted messages from all its neighbors. Thus, the height of k remains un hanged.

Thus, Lemma 1 implies that the resulting graph is an loriented DAG, sin e all nodes in Gi now have paths to frontier nodes. The frontier edges are now dire ted from Vi to
Vl be ause the  - omponent in the heights of nodes in Vi
is larger than for Vl (sin e the algorithm has a ess to synhronized or at least logi al lo ks).

Case 2: A link appears at time t, joining two formerly separate omponents C1 and C2 into omponent C .
Let l1 be the leader of C1 and l2 the leader of C2 . Assume
without loss of generality that l1 < l2 . Suppose a link appears at time t between k1 , a node in C1 , and k2 , a node in
C2 .
Lemma 2. Eventually l1 be omes the leader of omponent
C and C is an l1 -oriented DAG.

Proof.

Let r be the number of rounds after t.

At r = 0, k1 and k2 send Update messages to ea h other.
Sin e k1 's leader l1 is smaller than k2 's leader l2 , k2 updates
its height to (l1 ; 0; 0; 0; Æk1 + 1; k2 ) and obtains an outgoing
link to k1 .
Let the value of dist(k) for any node k in partition2 be the
shortest path distan e from that node to node k2 (the path
distan e is in terms of number of links between them).
When r < dist(k), the height of k remains un hanged sin e
it has not yet re eived the Update message regarding the
hange in leadership. When r = dist(k), k (in luding l2 )
hanges its height to (l1 ; 0; 0; 0; Æk1 + dist(k) + 1; k). Thus
k now has a route to k1 and its leader id has also hanged
to indi ate a hange in leadership. When r > dist(k), the
height of k remains un hanged.
Thus we see that when r = dist(k), su h that k is the farthest
node from k2 , all the nodes in partition2 have updated their
heights and have a route to k1 . The resultant graph (for the
merged omponent) will be an l1 -oriented DAG, sin e k1 is
a node in partition1 whi h is an l1 -oriented DAG.

Case 3: A link disappears at time t, ausing node i to lose
its last outgoing link and dis onne ting the omponent.
The proof for ase 3 is very similar to ase 1, ex ept that
there will be no path from node i to a frontier node. The

following ondition will arise whi h is di erent from the onditions in ase 1.

D (F,2,C,1,−1,D)

L (K,0,0,0,2,L)

D (C,0,0,0,1,D)

J (K,0,0,0,1,J)

Let r1 be equal to maxflevel(k)+2 di (k)g for all k adja ent
to i. At round r1 , the heights of all the adja ent nodes k
will be (l; t; i; 1; di (k); k) and node i will dete t that a
partition has o urred and will ele t itself as the leader.

I (F,2,C,1,−1,I)
C (C,−1,−1,−1,0,C)

L (K,0,0,0,2,L)
J (F,2,C,1,0,J)

I (C,0,0,0,1,I)
K (K,−1,−1,−1,0,K)

a) C elects itself as leader of component A
and there is a link formation between I and J

C (C,−1,−1,−1,0,C)

K (K,−1,−1,−1,0,K)

a) Nodes D and I get Update messages from C
and J changes its height as shown

Lemma 3. At round r1 a DAG with node i as the sink
has already been formed.

D (C,0,0,0,1,D)
Proof.

We know from the proof of ase 1 that, when

Thus we see from all the three ases that our algorithm
will eventually ensure that ea h omponent has exa tly one
unique leader.

5.

LEADER ELECTION ALGORITHM FOR
CONCURRENT CHANGES

In this se tion we des ribe modi ations to our algorithm
from Se tion 4 to handle on urrent topologi al hanges. By
on urrent topologi al hanges, we mean that after a hange
(link failure or link formation) o urs, another hange o urs
before the network has nished re overing from the previous
hange. Case E is repla ed by the ode given below and a
new ase (F) is introdu ed.

When node i re eives an Update message from neighboring node j su h that lidj 6= lidi :
1. if lidi > lidj or (oidi = lidj and ri = 1) then
2.
lidi := lidj
3.
if lidj = j then
4.
(i ; oidi ; ri ) := (0; 0; 0)
5.
else
6.
(i ; oidi ; ri ) := (j ; oidj ; rj )
7.
Æi := Æj + 1
8. else if lidi < lidj and this is not rst Update re eived
from j sin e the link formed then
// \pre ompute" j 's height; j will be in oming to i
9.
if lidi = i then
10.
heighti [j ℄ := (lidi ; 0; 0; 0; Æi + 1; i)
11. else
12.
heighti [j ℄ = (lidi ; i ; oidi ; ri ; Æi + 1; i)
// remind j about i's height
14. send Update message ontaining i's height to j
// he k whether i should start a new referen e level
E.

L (C,0,0,0,3,L)

I (C,0,0,0,1,I)

I (C,0,0,0,1,I)
C (C,−1,−1,−1,0,C)

D (C,0,0,0,1,D)
J (C,0,0,0,2,J)

J (C,0,0,0,2,J)

r > level(k) + 2 di (k) for any node k other than i, node
k has hanged its height to (l; t; i; 1; di (k); k) and has no
outgoing link towards node i. This height of k will not
hange when r > level(k) + 2 di (k) and r < r1 . Also
when r = r1 1, one of the nodes k whi h is adja ent to
i will hange its height to (l; t; i; 1; di (k); k) and have on
outgoing link to node i. This node k will also be the last
adja ent node of i to do so.
Thus at r1 , when node i dete ts the partition, it hanges its
height to (i; 1; 1; 1; 0; i) and sends an Update message
to its neighbors. This message is propagated throughout the
new omponent. The resulting graph is an i-oriented DAG.
The proof for this is the same as the proof for Lemma 2.

L (F,2,C,1,1,L)

K (F,2,C,1,1,K)

c) Nodes L and K get Update messages from J
and J gets Update message about the new leader from C

C (C,−1,−1,−1,0,C)

K (C,0,0,0,3,K)

d) Nodes L and K get Update messages from J
and we get a C−oriented DAG.

Figure 3: Example 1 for the se ond algorithm

15.
16.
17.

if i has no outgoing links and lidi 6= i
and lidk = lidi for all k 2 Ni then
(i ; oidi ; ri ) := (t; i; 0) // t is urrent time
Æi := 0

When node i has no outgoing links due to a link reversal
following re eption of an Update message and the referen e
levels (j ; oidj ; rj ) are equal with rj = 1 for all j 2 Ni and
oidj 6= i:
1. lidi := i
2. (i ; oidi ; ri ) := (t; i; 0) // t is urrent time
3. Æi := 0

F.

Lines 3-6 in ase E are required to handle the ase when
two omponents, say A and B, meet. An example for this
is shown in gure 3. Assume node i of omponent A has
not yet re eived the Update message about the new leader
of omponent A, but has a re e ted referen e level. Node
i re eives an Update message from node j of omponent B.
If lidj > lidi and lidj 6= j , then the referen e level of j
is updated to the referen e level of i. This enables node i
to propagate the Update message about the new leader of
omponent A throughout omponent B.
A s enario when lines 8-17 in ase E are required is as follows (see gure 4). Say a partition has been dete ted and the
leader of the new omponent starts propagating the information about its leadership throughout the new omponent.
Assume that node k loses its last outgoing link due to a link
failure before it re eives the Update message about the leadership hange. Node k will then de ne its own referen e level
at time t and its leader id will be the leader id of the previous omponent it belonged to. Say node k now re eives
the leadership hange message. Now if the leader id of k is
smaller than the id of the new leader, node k will ignore the
Update message. This will lead to a situation where node

J (J,−1,−1,−1,0,J)

B (H,1,J,1,1,B)

Acknowledgements

J (J,−1,−1,−1,0,J)

F (H,1,J,1,1,F)

F (J,0,0,0,1,F)
B (J,0,0,0,1,B)

K (H,1,J,1,2,K)

K (H,2,K,0,0,K)

C (H,1,J,1,3,C)

C (H,1,J,1,3,C)

a) Node J detects it is the leader
and Link between F and K fails.
H was previous leader but is no longer in the component

b) Nodes B and F receive leader Update meaasge
and Node K defines new reference level.

J (J,−1,−1,−1,0,J)

J (J,−1,−1,−1,0,J)

F (J,0,0,0,1,F)
B (J,0,0,0,1,B)

F (J,0,0,0,1,F)
B (J,0,0,0,1,B)

K (H,2,K,0,0,K)

K (H,3,K,0,0,K)

C (J,0,0,0,2,C)
c) Node C 1st receives message from K
which causes no change in height
and receives message from B which causes height change.

C (H,3,K,0,−1,C)
d) Node K receives message from C and
performs the algorithm in lines E:8−17.
Node C will now propagate the two Update messages.

Figure 4: Example 2 for the se ond algorithm

k will be unaware of the new leader in the omponent, but
will still be part of the omponent.

6.

DISCUSSION

We have proposed two distributed and highly adaptive leader
ele tion algorithms, based on TORA [5℄, designed for operation in ad ho networks. Both leader ele tion algorithms
guarantee that every onne ted omponent in the network
will eventually have a unique leader. The rst algorithm
works when only a single topologi al hange o urs. A
proof of orre tness is provided for this algorithm, whi h
also provides insight into the workings of the TORA algorithm. The se ond algorithm handles multiple on urrent
topologi al hanges.
The initialization of our algorithms an be a hieved by starting ea h node as the leader of its own omponent, i.e., ea h
node i starts with its height to (i; 1; 1; 1; 0; i) and is
neighbor list Ni to empty.
For our algorithms to be tolerant to node failures, we assume
that when a node re overs from a node failure, it restarts
by de laring itself as the leader, i.e, setting its height to
(i; 1; 1; 1; 0; i).
Our future work will on entrate on simulating the algorithm and evaluating its performan e. We also plan to provide the proof of orre tness for the ase when multiple onurrent topologi al hanges o ur.
Clearly, other algorithms an be on eived for leader ele tion in mobile ad ho networks. Di erent algorithms are
expe ted to di er in the ease of implementation, message
omplexity, spa e usage, et . Comparison of di erent algorithms is a topi for further work.

We thank Charles Perkins and Jennifer Walter for helpful
dis ussions.
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